Intraoperative fluids: how much is too much?
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Summary. There is increasing evidence that intraoperative fluid therapy decisions may influence postoperative outcomes. In the past, patients undergoing major surgery were often administered large volumes of crystalloid, based on a presumption of preoperative dehydration and nebulous intraoperative ‘third space’ fluid loss. However, positive perioperative fluid balance, with postoperative fluid-based weight gain, is associated with increased major morbidity. The concept of ‘third space’ fluid loss has been emphatically refuted, and preoperative dehydration has been almost eliminated by reduced fasting times and use of oral fluids up to 2 h before operation. A ‘restrictive’ intraoperative fluid regimen, avoiding hypovolaemia but limiting infusion to the minimum necessary, initially reduced major complications after complex surgery, but inconsistencies in defining restrictive vs liberal fluid regimens, the type of fluid infused, and in definitions of adverse outcomes have produced conflicting results in clinical trials. The advent of individualized goal-directed fluid therapy, facilitated by minimally invasive, flow-based cardiovascular monitoring, for example, oesophageal Doppler monitoring, has improved outcomes in colorectal surgery in particular, and this monitor has been approved by clinical guidance authorities. In the contrasting clinical context of relatively low-risk patients undergoing ambulatory surgery, high-volume crystalloid infusion (20–30 ml kg⁻¹) reduces postoperative nausea and vomiting, dizziness, and pain. This review revises relevant physiology of body water distribution and capillary-tissue flow dynamics, outlines the rationale behind the fluid regimens mentioned above, and summarizes the current clinical evidence base for them, particularly the increasing use of individualized goal-directed fluid therapy facilitated by oesophageal Doppler monitoring.
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Fluid therapy is fundamental to the practice of intraoperative anaesthesia, but the precise type, amount, and timing of its administration is still the subject of extensive debate. Almost all patients presenting for general anaesthesia will be administered some form of i.v. fluid. Evidence is increasing that perioperative fluid therapy can affect important longer-term postoperative outcomes. Traditional practice involving intraoperative administration of large crystalloid fluid volumes to all patients are being challenged by recent evidence-based, individualized goal-directed therapy (GDT). Although many research questions about the balance of crystalloid and colloid fluid remain unanswered, current research is focusing on gaining greater understanding of fluid movement at the vascular barrier and how surgery and anaesthetic interventions can influence it in the intraoperative period.

This review revises the relevant physiology underpinning body fluid distribution and capillary flow dynamics. It also discusses the current evidence-based rationale for using various volumes and types of fluid therapy in different intraoperative clinical contexts. Discussion of preoperative fluid resuscitation and continuing postoperative fluid therapy is outside the scope of this review.

Physiology

Body water distribution

Water comprises 60% of the lean body mass, ~42 litres in a 70 kg man. Of this, about two-thirds are intracellular (28 litres); therefore, extracellular volume (ECV) comprises 14 litres. The extracellular compartment can be further divided into interstitial (11 litres) and plasma (3 litres) with small amounts of transcellular fluids, for example, intraocular, gastrointestinal secretion, and cerebrospinal fluid completing the distribution (Fig. 1). These transcellular fluids are considered anatomically separate and not available for water and solute exchange.¹
Total body water (TBW) can be estimated by using dilution tracer techniques. Isotopically labelled water using deuterium or tritium diffuses through the TBW compartment. Extracellular fluid (ECF) measurement requires that the marker used must cross capillaries but not cell membranes. Radiolabelled sulphate ($^{35}$SO$_4^{2-}$) or bromide ($^{82}$Br$^-$) ions are the most commonly used extracellular tracers. Intracellular fluid volume (ICV) is calculated indirectly by subtracting ECV from TBW. The intravascular volume can be measured using radiolabelled albumin or with the dye Evans Blue. Interstitial volume is then calculated by subtracting intravascular volume from ECV.

The capillary endothelium is freely permeable to water, anions, cations, and other soluble substances such as glucose but is impermeable to protein and other large molecules $>$35 kDa, which are largely confined to the intravascular space. In the ECF, Na$^+$ is the principal cation and Cl$^-$ the main anion. In contrast, in the intracellular compartment, K$^+$ is the major cation and PO$_4^{2-}$ the principal anion, with a high protein content. As the cellular membrane is freely permeable to water but not to ions, osmotic equilibrium is maintained. In a healthy individual, daily fluctuations in TBW are small (<0.2%) and are finely balanced with modifications of thirst mechanisms and fluid balance, controlled by the renin–angiotensin anti-diuretic and atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) hormone systems. The basal fluid requirement in a normothermic adult with a normal metabolic rate is 1.5 ml kg$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$.

### Capillary tissue fluid dynamics

Fluid shifts between the intravascular and remainder of the extracellular space occurs at the vascular endothelial barrier. The forces governing this were described by Starling in 1896 and remain the basis of our understanding of fluid movement in the microvasculature. The fluid components of the blood are contained within the vessels of the microcirculation mainly by the inward pull of colloid osmotic pressure (COP) produced by the protein content of the plasma (Fig. 2). This opposes the high outward hydrostatic pressure, which tends to push plasma out of the vessels and into the interstitium. Both the hydrostatic and colloid osmotic pressure in the interstitium are low. The net result of these forces is a small outward leak of fluid and protein from the vasculature to the interstitium which is continually returned to the blood vessels via the lymphatic system. The vascular endothelium is permeable to water but impermeable to protein and other large molecules. Movement across the vascular endothelium of small molecules such as sodium, potassium, chloride, and glucose occurs freely across specialized pathways between the endothelial cells. Macromolecule transport may occur via large pores in the endothelium or by transport by vesicles. Fluid movement across the capillary endothelium can be classified into two types. Type 1 (physiological) occurs continuously with an intact vascular barrier and is returned to the vascular compartment by the lymphatic system, thereby avoiding interstitial oedema. Type 2 (pathological) fluid movement occurs when the vascular barrier becomes impermeable to water.
damaged or dysfunctional, allowing excessive fluid accumulation leading to interstitial oedema.6

The endothelial glycocalyx

Recent research has expanded our understanding of fluid movement at the endothelial barrier. The endothelium is one cell thick and is coated on its luminal side with a fragile layer, the glycocalyx, which provides a first line barrier to regulating cellular and macromolecule transport at the endothelium.7 The endothelial glycocalyx layer (EGL) is composed of membrane-bound glycoproteins and proteoglycans and contains glycosaminoglycans. It creates an exclusion zone for erythrocytes, therefore non-circulating, protein-rich plasma predominates within it. The intravascular volume consists of the glycocalyx volume, plasma volume, and the red cell distribution volume.8 Together the glycocalyx and endothelial cells comprise the endothelial surface layer (ESL). The ESL is 0.4–1.2 μm thick and is in dynamic equilibrium with the circulating plasma. To function, the ESL requires a normal level of plasma albumin.9 Current theory promotes a ‘double barrier concept’ where both the endothelial cell layer and the EGL play a role in maintaining the vascular barrier.10 11

Improved understanding of microvascular physiology allows explanation of the discrepancy between clinical findings during fluid therapy and the original Starling principle.6 Transendothelial pressure difference and the plasma subglycocalyx colloid oncotic pressure difference are central to fluid filtration, with interstitial COP negligible. At subnormal capillary pressure, transcapillary flow approaches zero. When capillary pressure is supranormal, the COP is maximal and fluid movement is dependent on transendothelial pressure difference. When a colloid solution is infused in this situation, it distributes through the plasma volume, maintaining COP while increasing capillary pressure and therefore fluid filtration increases. A crystalloid solution in the same situation distributes throughout the intravascular volume and increases capillary pressure but lowers COP, so fluid filtration is increased more than with a colloid. When capillary pressure is low, both types of fluid are retained in the intravascular space until the transendothelial pressure increases to the point where transcapillary flow resumes. This physiological model therefore supports the use of crystalloid infusion over colloid for resuscitation while colloids have a role in euvolaemic or hypervolaemic haemodilution. As the red cell volume is less than intravascular volume, studies using this parameter as an endpoint need to be interpreted with caution.

The endothelium is not only a barrier between the blood and tissues but also has roles in primary haemostasis, coagulation, fibrinolysis, inflammation, and regulation of vasomotor tone.7 Numerous factors have been shown to damage the endothelial glycocalyx causing platelet aggregation, leucocyte adhesion, and increased vascular permeability leading to interstitial oedema. These factors12–17 are summarized in Table 1.

Perioperative protection of the endothelial glycocalyx is a plausible strategy for prevention of interstitial oedema. Experimental studies have shown that pretreatment with hydrocortisone and antithrombin preserve the integrity of the endothelium by reducing shedding of the glycocalyx and adhesion of leucocytes after ischaemia/reperfusion injury.18 Sevoflurane also shows protective effects by stabilizing the endothelial glycocalyx and diminishing adhesion of
leucocytes and platelets after ischaemia/reperfusion injury in the isolated guinea pig heart. There are currently no pharmacological agents that increase synthesis or directly prevent enzymatic degradation of the glycocalyx. Therefore, avoiding precipitants of glycocalyceal damage and incorporation of potentially protective agents (Table 1) should be considered.

### Distribution of crystalloid fluid

The composition of fluid infused to a patient determines its bodily distribution. When 1 litre glucose 5% is administered, the glucose is metabolized in the liver, leaving only water which distributes to the ECV and ICV in proportion to the volume infused. Therefore, only 7% (about 70 ml) remains in the vascular compartment after equilibration with the other body fluid compartments, because plasma comprises 3 of 42 litres TBW. Infusion of an isotonic sodium containing solution on the other hand is confined to the extracellular space because sodium is prevented from traversing the intracellular space by the cell membrane. Therefore, when 1 litre of 0.9% saline is administered, 20% should remain in the vascular compartment after equilibration with the other body fluid compartments as the plasma compartment accounts for 20% of ECF.

However, the effects of different types of both colloid and crystalloid solutions have been studied in healthy volunteers, hypovolaemic states, and diseased states. Eighteen healthy volunteers received 50 ml kg⁻¹ lactated Ringer’s (LR) solution and 0.9% saline (NS) on two separate occasions. It was found that LR transiently decreased serum osmolality which returned to baseline 1 h later. NS did not affect serum osmolality but caused metabolic acidosis. Lobo and colleagues performed a double-blind, crossover study on 10 healthy male volunteers to investigate the effect of bolus of crystalloid on serum albumin. Each was given 2 litres 0.9% saline and dextrose 5% on two separate occasions in random order. With both solutions, serum albumin was decreased which was accounted for by dilution alone and indicates redistribution within fluid compartments. The decrease in albumin was prolonged >6 h with NS, but levels had returned to baseline 1 h after infusion with dextrose. Haemoglobin also decreased in proportion to the dilutional effect. The water load from the dextrose infusion was excreted at 6 h. Similar endpoints were assessed in a study comparing 0.9% saline with Hartmann’s solution. Plasma expansion was shown to be more sustained with NS than Hartmann’s, as estimated by dilution of haemoglobin and albumin. The NS group retained 56% of infused volume at 6 h compared with 30% for Hartmann’s, based on body weight. There were no significant differences in serum potassium, sodium, urea, or total osmolality. In the NS group, bicarbonate levels were lower and all subjects were hyperchloaraemic, which was sustained >6 h. These biochemical changes place the body under physiological stress to eliminate the supranormal electrolyte load and may adversely affect organ function and surgical outcome.

### Distribution of colloid

Colloid fluids contain macromolecules (usually >40 kDa) such as polysaccharides or polypeptides from either plant or animal sources and are used as plasma expanders. To prevent haemolysis, the macromolecules are suspended in an electrolyte solution which may be 0.9% sodium chloride or a more balanced solution similar to Hartmann’s. Because they contain larger molecules which cannot pass the endothelium, they remain in the plasma longer than crystalloids. Unlike crystalloid solutions, colloids carry a risk of anaphylaxis, have a dose-dependent effect on coagulation and molecules may be deposited in tissues causing pruritis.

On the other hand, there is evidence showing a beneficial effect of plasma expanders on inflammation, the microcirculation, and endothelial activation.

Studies have shown that colloid administration is context-sensitive. Despite the large molecules in these solutions, which should confine them to the vascular compartment, volume loading with both 6% hydroxyethyl starch (HES) and albumin 5% in the normovolaemic patient resulted in 68% of the infused volume extravasating the intravascular space into the interstitium within minutes. Conversely, when 6% HES or albumin 5% was given in the context of normovolaemic haemodilution, the volume remaining in the intravascular space approached 90%.

The effect of volume loading with 0.9% saline, 0.4% succinylated gelatine (gelofusine), and 6% hydroxyethyl starch (voluven) on blood volume and endocrine response in healthy volunteers was recently investigated. After completion of a 1 h infusion, 68%, 21%, and 16% of 0.9% saline, gelofusine, and voluven, respectively, had leaked from the intravascular space. Blood volume calculations were based on haematocrit dilution. There was little difference between both colloids, even though they have wide ranging average molecular weights (gelofusine 30 kDa, voluven 130 kDa). This may reflect the different handling of small and large molecules in the microvasculature.

The renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system (RAAS) is fundamental to the regulation of sodium after a sodium load. All three solutions had similar effects on renin secretion, with levels of both renin and aldosterone being

### Table 1 Factors affecting the endothelial glycocalyx—known injurious mechanisms and potential protective agents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degradation</th>
<th>Protection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ischaemia/reperfusion;</td>
<td>Sevoflurane;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hypoxia/reoxygenation;</td>
<td>hydrocortisone;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inflammatory cytokines proteases;</td>
<td>antithrombin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atrial natriuretic peptide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This may reflect the different handling of small and large molecules in the microvasculature.
Reduced. Brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) was also measured and showed an increase in all three groups 1 h after commencement of the infusion. This correlates with other works indicating the role of BNP and ANP in acute hypervolaemia.\textsuperscript{30} It was concluded that the excretion of the sodium and chloride load may depend on suppression of the RAAS and not on natriuretic peptides.

It is commonly believed that intravascular losses require 3–4 times volume replacement with crystalloid fluids compared with colloids. A recent systematic review of the use of HES in surgical, emergency, and intensive care patients reported that the crystalloid to colloid ratio for volume resuscitation was lower, <2:1.\textsuperscript{31} This may reflect the increased vasopermeability to colloid that has been observed in the clinical setting. However, fluid loading with colloid showed a greater linear increase in cardiac filling, cardiac output, and stroke work in both septic and non-septic patients when compared with normal saline.\textsuperscript{32} Also, in a randomized trial of HES and NS in trauma patients, HES showed greater lactate clearance and less renal injury when compared with NS in patients with penetrating injuries.\textsuperscript{31}

**Traditional practice of intraoperative fluid administration**

The aim of intraoperative fluid therapy is to maintain an adequate circulating volume to ensure end-organ perfusion and oxygen delivery to the tissues. Traditionally, this was achieved by routine infusion of large volumes of crystalloid. This was based on the outdated premise that the preoperative patient was hypovolaemic due to prolonged fasting (‘nil by mouth after midnight’) and cathartic bowel preparation, in addition to ongoing losses from perspiration and urinary output. There was also a widespread belief that surgical exposure required aggressive replacement of insensible fluid loss, often termed ‘third space’ losses. Further, hypotension during general and neuraxial anaesthesia often triggered compensatory liberal i.v. fluid administration. However, fluid loading has no influence on anaesthesia-related hypotension\textsuperscript{34} \textsuperscript{35} and should more appropriately be treated with vasopressor therapy.\textsuperscript{36}

Prolonged preoperative fasting ought no longer feature in modern perioperative care. For over a decade, research has clearly shown that fasting from solid food for 6 h and oral fluid, even containing carbohydrate, for only 2 h before operation, is safe and actually improves outcomes.\textsuperscript{37} \textsuperscript{38} Studies have shown that in fact, in healthy cardiopulmonary patients, blood volume is normal even after prolonged fasting.\textsuperscript{36} The use of mechanical bowel preparations has also diminished as evidence shows minimal difference in surgical conditions where this is used.\textsuperscript{39}

**The phantom ‘third space’**

The concept of a ‘third space’ for body fluids (in addition to intracellular and ECF compartments) was introduced in the 1960s.\textsuperscript{40} Using outdated sulphate tracer techniques, the ECV was measured in patients undergoing major abdominal surgery. It was concluded that there was a decrease in ECV which was not fully accounted for by the measured blood loss. To explain this, it was hypothesized that fluid was sequestered in areas that became known as the ‘third space’. Its location was unknown but speculated to include traumatized tissue or the gastrointestinal tract. Despite this highly implausible concept, lacking any credible supportive scientific or clinical evidence, the practice of aggressive replacement of this hypothetical fluid loss gained widespread traction in intraoperative anaesthetic practice. Infusion of large volumes of crystalloid infusions intraoperatively became standard clinical practice.\textsuperscript{10} Consequently, it was not uncommon for postoperative patients to have 7–10 kg weight gain, with proportionately increased risk of all-cause morbidity and mortality.\textsuperscript{41} \textsuperscript{42} In a systematic review of trials measuring ECV changes, it was concluded that the original data and methodology supporting the concept of third space were fundamentally flawed.\textsuperscript{43}

In the intraoperative patient, maintenance fluids should be infused using balanced crystalloid infusions. More than 30 yr ago, direct measurements of basal evaporation rate from the skin and airway during surgery showed that topical fluid loss is 0.5–1.0 ml kg\textsuperscript{-1} h\textsuperscript{-1} during major abdominal surgery.\textsuperscript{44} In the absence of major haemorrhage, large volume fluid loading is contraindicated, because it may lead to hypervolaemia causing ANP release and damage to the endothelial glycocalyx, with detrimental interstitial oedema.
administering additional fluid, outcomes variables, and definitions of intra- and postoperative periods. Therefore, there is difficulty interpreting the results. Three of the trials showed improved outcome after restrictive fluid regimes. Two showed no difference in outcome and two showed differences in some selected outcomes only. The studies showing improved outcome with restrictive fluid regimen reported faster return of gastrointestinal function and reduced hospital length of stay (LOS). These studies used colloid and crystalloid infusion. The studies which showed no difference in outcome used crystalloids fluids alone, without colloids. In one study, both restrictive and liberal fluid regimens received relatively restricted amounts of fluid (mean 2.6 vs 2.0 litres), suggesting that the standard group did not receive the excessive amounts of fluid known to cause harm.

Two further randomized double-blind studies showed benefits to both restrictive and liberal fluid regimes in different clinical contexts. Both studies used crystalloid and colloid. In the study looking at patients undergoing major colorectal surgery, the restrictive fluid regimen demonstrated a beneficial effect in pulmonary function and postoperative hypoxaemia. There was an overall decrease in the number of postoperative complications, but the number of patients with complications was not significantly reduced. There was no difference in other outcome variables such as pain, nausea, and LOS. In the second study, similar fluid regimens were used in patients undergoing knee arthroplasty. Results showed significant hypercoagulability 1–2 days post-procedure in the liberal group and a reduction in post operative nausea and vomiting. There was no difference in the LOS. Taken together, it was concluded that due to inconsistent definitions of both liberal and restrictive fluid regimens and lack of standardization of clinical and physiological outcome measurement, no evidence-based guidelines for procedure-specific perioperative fluid therapy could be issued. This view, in combination with other published research in liberal vs restrictive fluid therapy, suggests that ‘one approach fits all’ is not appropriate for fluid management in high-risk surgical patients.

High-volume crystalloids for ambulatory moderate-risk surgery

In the contrasting clinical context of minor or moderate surgery in low risk, ambulatory patient, a more liberal strategy seems to be beneficial. Major morbidity is rarely seen in this group of patients, but the rapid return of vital function is crucial to the successful management of the ambulatory patient, allowing timely discharge from hospital. Up to 20–30 ml kg$^{-1}$ of crystalloid fluid to a healthy adult having low-risk surgery or day-case procedure reduces postoperative complications such as dizziness, drowsiness, pain, nausea, and vomiting. In moderate surgery, Holte and colleagues evaluated patients undergoing laparoscopic cholecystectomy and compared the effect of 40 and 15 ml kg$^{-1}$ of LR solution intraoperatively. They found an enhanced recovery profile with less nausea, dizziness, and drowsiness and improved general wellbeing in those receiving liberal amounts of fluid and a reduced LOS. Studies in major surgery favour a restrictive regime, but this is not a universal finding.

One investigation using bioelectrical impedance measurements in 30 patients undergoing abdominal surgery developed a mathematical model which showed that infusion rates of between 2 and 18.5 ml kg$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$ in surgery of duration <3 h did not cause significant interstitial oedema, but in surgery lasting >6 h, the therapeutic window narrowed to between 5 and 8 ml kg$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$, after which a significant increase in interstitial fluid was seen.

Individualized goal-directed fluid therapy

In recent times, evidence is mounting that outcomes may be improved if fluid therapy is individualized based on objective feedback on the patient’s individual fluid responsiveness. This is derived from the old physiological principle of the Frank–Starling curve. This has become known as individualized ‘GDT’. Traditional measurements do not have the ability to adequately identify and guide fluid therapy. A healthy patient may lose up to 25% of blood volume before there is a decrease in arterial pressure or an increase in heart rate, whereas more sensitive monitors may show decreased stroke volume and gastric mucosal pH, indicating ischaemia.

A systematic review of the role of central venous pressure (CVP) measurement in fluid therapy concluded that neither the CVP number nor the rate of change of CVP was accurate in assessing blood volume or in predicting the response to a fluid challenge. Therefore, caution should be exercised in interpreting CVP data to guide fluid administration.

Both hypovolaemia and hypervolaemia are known to cause increased perioperative morbidity and mortality; therefore, assessment of the patients actual haemodynamic status can guide appropriate therapy (Fig. 3). In the 1980s, GDT required the use of pulmonary artery catheters (PACs) to measure tissue oxygen delivery in high-risk surgical patients, in order to achieve ‘supranormal oxygen delivery’ with a view to improving outcome. While initial results were encouraging, this technique relied on the widespread use of the PAC. Unfortunately, it quickly became clear that the PAC itself caused increased major morbidity and mortality, which undermined interest in the concept of using physiological targets to optimize cardiovascular performance and improve outcomes.

Over the intervening years, less invasive methods of monitoring flow-based haemodynamic parameters have been developed. Minimally invasive monitors include oesophageal Doppler monitoring and arterial waveform analysis (stroke volume variation, pulse pressure variation—PPV). Other methods require both arterial and central venous access to measure cardiac output. Both the LiDCO and PICCO systems use pulse contour analysis to measure stroke volume after initial calibration with either lithium (LiDCO) or thermal indicators (PICCO). The FloTrac/Vigileo system also analyses pulse...
contour but does not require calibration which instead is based on a computer program after input of biometric data. It requires only a peripheral arterial line, foregoing the need for central access. While these methods have been validated against gold standard invasive monitoring (i.e. PAC), many have limiting factors in clinical situations. Outcome study results vary from improved outcome in 40 patients receiving regional anaesthesia for hip arthroplasty to no difference in outcome in 60 patients undergoing peripheral vascular surgery. A recent systematic review and meta-analysis looked at the use of pre-emptive haemodynamic intervention in moderate- to high-risk patients to improve postoperative outcomes. Twenty-nine studies were identified which used various forms of haemodynamic monitors, including PAC, LiDCO, PiCCO, FloTrac, and PPV. Intervention consisted of fluid therapy with or without inotrope support. It was concluded that with pre-emptive haemodynamic monitoring guiding therapy, the rate of surgical morbidity and mortality was significantly improved. In the intraoperative setting, however, the most promising minimally invasive technique of measuring dynamic cardiovascular performance is the use of the oesophageal Doppler monitor (ODM), which is supported by the most evidence.

**Oesophageal Doppler monitoring**

Oesophageal Doppler monitoring uses Doppler ultrasound technology to analyse the blood flow in the descending aorta. A disposable probe is inserted into the oesophagus and aligned with the blood flow to produce a flow velocity profile for each heartbeat. The waveform produced is then used in conjunction with a nomogram of biometric data to derive a value for stroke volume. The stroke volume can be used to indicate volume responsiveness. The management of fluid therapy uses an algorithm to maximize cardiovascular contractility, based on the Frank–Starling curve and using bolus of colloid as the intervention. For example, if baseline stroke volume is increased >10% by a fluid bolus of 3 ml kg\(^{-1}\), that patient's heart is fluid responsive, and further fluid boluses may be administered until the increase in stroke volume is <10% of what it was before the previous bolus (Fig. 4). At this point, the patient is on the 'plateau' part of the Frank–Starling curve and fluid boluses should be withheld until the patient’s volume status is re-evaluated.

A number of randomized clinical trials in cardiac, orthopaedic, and abdominal surgery evaluated postoperative outcome with oesophageal Doppler-guided fluid therapy. In cardiac surgery, the use of ODM was associated with decreased LOS, fewer complications, and decreased gastric acidosis. Two studies evaluated oesophageal Doppler use in patients undergoing repair of proximal femur fracture under general anaesthesia. Sinclair and colleagues compared its use in 40 patients with standard intraoperative fluid management and showed a reduced LOS and faster time to medical fitness for discharge in patients who received oesophageal Doppler monitoring. Ninety patients undergoing major abdominal surgery were randomized by Venn and

![Fluid Load vs Complications](https://academic.oup.com/bja/article-abstract/109/1/69/236847/75)

Fig 3 Avoidance of both hypo- and hypervolaemia is the aim of intraoperative fluid therapy in order to prevent adverse outcomes. Modified from Hahn.60
colleagues to receive standard treatment, CVP-guided fluid therapy, or oesophageal Doppler-guided management. Oesophageal Doppler and CVP patients had faster time to being medically fit for discharge. However, this study showed no difference in major morbidity and mortality or overall LOS. Meta-analyses of oesophageal Doppler in major abdominal surgery have shown that it is associated with fewer postoperative complications, reduced intensive care unit admission, reduced LOS, and faster return of gastrointestinal function. No difference was found in the amount of crystalloid fluid administered between the groups, but oesophageal Doppler patients received more colloid. These positive outcome studies resulted in the oesophageal Doppler being recommended for use in major colorectal surgery patients in the UK (NICE, GIFTASUP), the USA (Medicare and Medicaid), and Europe (Enhanced Recovery After Surgery—ERAS). These guidelines, however, do not dictate the type of fluid to be used with

**Fig 4** Typical algorithm for oesophageal Doppler-guided fluid management with characteristic velocity waveform obtained from the descending aorta.
OMD and on review of the literature, the optimal type of fluid has not been established and requires further research.78

In addition, oesophageal Doppler fluid management has not been directly compared with the restrictive fluid regimen discussed above. One trial studied GDT for laparoscopic colorectal surgery in the setting of an enhanced recovery programme.79 Sixty-four patients were randomized into three groups: standard care, GDT with balanced crystalloid, and GDT with colloid in a balanced crystalloid carrier. This study found that there were increased complications and increased LOS in the colloid group. LOS was unconventionally reported in hours and when measured in days, there was no difference between the groups. Complications were not clearly defined. A recent review of published trials of oesophageal Doppler-guided fluid therapy in colorectal surgery, which included this negative trial, concluded that its use improves outcomes, but the large benefits shown in earlier trials may be offset somewhat by advances in perioperative care and surgical technique.80 A more recent double-blind trial of aerobically fit and unfit patients undergoing colorectal surgery, randomly assigned each group to receive either ODM-guided GDT or standard fluid management. Results showed that GDT patients gained no additional benefit over standard fluid therapy, and furthermore, the fit subgroup tended to have an increased LOS. It is possible that the risk of iatrogenic fluid overload with GDT may prolong hospital stay.81

Conclusion and further research questions

Past practice in intraoperative fluid therapy was too often influenced by anecdotal reports and tradition than rigorous scientific and clinical investigation. Modern evidence-based practice suggests that intraoperative fluid therapy should be tailored to two broad clinical contexts: In the low-risk patient undergoing low risk or ambulatory surgery, high-volume crystalloid infusions of the order of 20–30 ml kg⁻¹ (e.g. 2 litres over 30 min to the average adult) improves ambulatory anaesthesia outcomes such as pain, nausea, dizziness, and increases street readiness.

On the other hand, high-risk patients undergoing major surgery seem to benefit from a ‘restrictive’ fluid regimen. This remains to be clearly defined, but a good working definition in a patient with normal renal function would be that intraoperative urine output is kept between 0.5 and 1.0 ml kg⁻¹ h⁻¹. Further individualized fluid guidance is obtained from goal-directed fluid therapy using minimally invasive oesophageal Doppler technology, which has recently been approved by regulatory bodies in the UK, Europe, and the USA. Increasing availability and application of this technology into routine practice in the years to come should facilitate improved outcomes in the context of accelerated recovery clinical pathways.

It remains to be elucidated, however, whether colloid or crystalloid or a balance between these types of fluid produces optimum outcomes and in what particular clinical scenarios. Such clinical questions will provide fertile grounds for ongoing randomized controlled trials in this area for many years to come.
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